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Abstract

We fabricated 3.0-GHz single-cell cavities with Cu and Nb materials for testing thin-film creations on the inner surface of the cavities in collaboration between Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) and KEK. The cavity was designed at JLab. According to the design of cavity, the press-forming dies and trimming fixtures for the cavity-cell were also designed and fabricated at JLab. These dies and trimming fixtures were transported to KEK, and the rest of fabrication processes were done at KEK. Nine 3.0-GHz single-cell Cu cavities and six 3.0-GHz single-cell Nb cavities were fabricated finally. Two 3.0-GHz single-cell Cu cavities were mechanically polished at JLab. Three 3.0-GHz single-cell Nb cavities were transported to JLab for inner-surface preparation. All these Cu and Nb cavities will be utilized for the tests of various thin-film creations at JLab and KEK. This presentation describes details of the fabrication of these cavities.

INTRODUCTION

S-I-S (Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor) thin-film multilayer structure has been proposed by A. Gurevich to enhance the effective Hc1, and T. Kubo has proceeded with an advanced theoretical study to predict an optimum thickness of each layer which achieves the maximum effective Hc1 [1–3]. Alternative superconductors for thin-film structure, such as NbN, NbTiN, Nb3Sn and so on, are proposed to achieve higher gradient and/or higher quality factor than bulk-Nb cavity. Nb thin-film on Cu cavity will provide drastic cost-reduction of SRF accelerators. Therefore, the thin-film technology will have an obvious and enormous impact to SRF accelerator facilities in terms of high-performance and/or cost-reduction. And the impact might be larger if the technology is applied to large-scale facilities, for example, the International Linear Collider (ILC), Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) and so on.

Series of studies have been done for the creation of thin-film structures with Nb, NbN, NbTiN, Nb3Sn and so on, and also the measurements of superconducting characteristics of them at JLab and KEK [4–14]. If the good parameters of thin-film structures are found by sample experiments, we subsequently perform tests with cavities, which are expensive compared with sample tests. Several experimental trials with thin-film test-cavities might be required to achieve the aimed extreme SRF performance. Consequently, we considered that the small-size 3.0-GHz cavity might be suitable for such thin-film experiments, because the Nb material procurement, facilities of cavity fabrication, setup of inner-surface preparation, film-creation, and performance tests can be done and obtained in relatively low-cost, compared with large-size 1.3-GHz cavity of ILC and/or 1.5-GHz cavity of CEBAF. We have good cavity-fabrication facilities at KEK and good companies for cavity fabrication in Japan in connection with KEK and Kyoto University. We have the inner-surface preparation and performance-test facilities for 3.0-GHz cavity at JLab. In such situations, the design and fabrication of 3.0-GHz cavities with Nb and Cu materials were done in collaboration between JLab and KEK.

PRESS-FORMING AND TRIMMING OF 3.0-GHz CU AND NB CUPS

The design of 3.0-GHz single-cell cavity was done at JLab. The total length of cavity is 170.8 mm with the cell length of 50.7 mm, and the inner equator diameter of the cell is 90.5 mm. The outer diameter of flange is 88.9 mm and the inner diameter of beam-pipe is 33.8 mm. The material of flange for Cu cavity is stainless steel and that of Nb cavity is NbTi. Cu disks were cut out from Cu plates (C1020) and the Cu disks were annealed in vacuum furnace (520 degrees C x 2 hours) at KEK. A picture of the Cu (C1020) disks set in the vacuum furnace for annealing process is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A picture of Cu (C1020) disks set in the vacuum furnace for annealing process.
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Nb disks were cut out from Nb plates (RRR>300, Tokyo Denkai Co., Ltd.). Press-forming dies for the cups were designed and fabricated at JLab and transported to KEK. Using the dies, the press-forming of Cu and Nb cups were performed at KEK. A picture of press-forming of cups is shown in Fig. 2. Trimming fixtures were designed and fabricated at JLab and transferred to KEK. The trimming of Cu and Nb cups were performed at KEK. The edge of cup at equator has the step for step-joint. The edge of cup at iris has also a step-joint shape. A picture of trimmed Cu and Nb cups is shown in Fig. 3.

Seven Cu cavities were assembled by the Electron-Beam-Welding (EBW) method by a NEC 6-kW EBW machine at KEK. EBW parameters are as follows: iris (V = 80 kV, Speed = 10 mm/sec, I1 = 15 mA, I2 = 29 - 31 mA), equator outside (V = 80 kV, Speed = 10 mm/sec, I1 = 15 mA, I2 = 23 - 25 mA), equator inside (V = 80 kV, Speed = 10 mm/sec, I = 17 - 18 mA). Pictures of assembled Cu cavities are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.

The two Cu cavities which were assembled in April 2018 were immediately transported to JLab for inner-surface preparation. The mechanical polishing (CBP: Centrifugal Barrel Polishing) process was applied to the two cavities at JLab. Pictures of inner-surface after CBP process are shown in Fig. 7. Plan is that we will perform Nb-film creation on the inner-surface of Cu cavities by KEK or JLab. The performance tests (vertical tests) will be performed at JLab.
Fabrication of 3.0-GHz Cu Cavities at Company

Additional two 3.0-GHz single-cell Cu cavities were assembled at a company in August 2018. For these two cavities, we used EBW method to assemble the stainless-steel flange and Cu beam-pipe as well as the assembly of cups and beam-pipes. The EBW machine that was used for the assembly was Steiger EBOCAM KS 150-G150KM-CNC. A picture of the joint seam of stainless-steel flange and Cu beam-pipe after EBW process is shown in Fig. 8.

EBW parameters are as follows: stainless-steel flange + Cu beam-pipe (I = 10 - 12 mA), equator inside (I = 14 - 17 mA), equator outside (I = 13 mA), iris (I = 26-29 mA). Pictures of assembly of Cu cups are shown in Fig. 9. A picture of assembly of Cu cavity and a picture of assembled Cu cavity are shown in Fig. 10.

Fabrication of 3.0-GHz Nb Cavities at Company

Six 3.0-GHz single-cell Nb cavities were assembled at a company in January 2019. Before the assembly, all Nb parts and NbTi flanges were processed by Buffered Chemical Polishing (BCP) method to clean up the surface of the parts at KEK. A picture of the NbTi flanges and Nb parts which were being dried after BCP and pure water rinsing processes in a clean room is shown in Fig. 11.

The dried parts were packed in plastic bags and transported from KEK to a company for EBW assembly. A picture of packed parts is shown in Fig. 12. We used Mitsubishi Electric Low-Voltage-type EBW machine for the assembly at the company. EBW parameters are as follows: NbTi flange + Nb beam-pipe (V = 60 kV, I = 12 mA), iris (V = 60 kV, I = 48 mA), equator outside (V = 60 kV, I = 27 mA), equator inside (V = 60 kV, I = 30 mA).
Tests (VT’s) will be performed at JLab to determine the base-performance. After observing the base-performance, various thin-film creations on inner-surface of the Nb cavities will be performed at JLab and/or KEK.

**COUPON CAVITY**

In the film-creation process of cavity, it is important to keep the uniformity of film all over the inner surface of cavity. To investigate the film-quality at several positions of cavity, like beam-pipe, equator, and cell-wall, we designed the 3.0-GHz single-cell cavity with detachable coupons. The 3D schematic view of the coupon cavity is shown in Fig. 15. A coupon Cu-cavity is under fabrication at Kyoto University. If it is successful, a coupon Nb-cavity will be fabricated subsequently. The coupon disks can be made of Cu or Nb, and these are set into the coupon cavities. The films created on the coupon disks can be analyzed in various methods to test the SRF characteristics.

**SUMMARY**

We fabricated 3.0-GHz single-cell cavities with Cu and Nb materials for testing thin-film creations on the inner surface of the cavities in collaboration between Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) and KEK. The cavity was designed at JLab. According to the design of cavity, the press-forming dies and trimming fixtures for the cavity-cell were also designed and fabricated at JLab. These dies and trimming fixtures were transported to KEK, and the rest of fabrication processes were done at KEK. Nine Cu cavities and six Nb cavities were fabricated finally. Two 3.0-GHz single-cell Cu cavities were mechanically polished at JLab. Three 3.0-GHz single-cell Nb cavities were transported to JLab for inner-surface preparation. All these Cu and Nb cavities will be utilized for the tests of various thin-film creations at JLab and KEK.
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